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Summary

The SIT... project is a cooperative NOl·dic project for earthquake prediction research in
the earthquake-prone area of the South Iceland Lowland (SIT...). Scientists and
technical engineers from all the Nm·dic countries have cooperated on this project since
1986 and came to a formal end on November 21, 1995. The real start of the project
was after its funding was secured in 1988. The project was financially supported by
the NOl·dic Council of Ministers, by the Science Foundations of Denmark, Norway
and Sweden and the Government of Iceland.

The basic idea behind the SIT... project was to study and monitor the physical proeesses
leading to earthquakes. It was concluded that small earthquakes would carry the most
significant information about crustal processes in the focal regions of large
earthquakes. Small earthquakes (microearthquakes) occur very frequently in
earthquake zones. So if it would be possible to extract information from them, an
almost continuous information would be gained about the stress conditions in the
crust. Therefore the main objective of the SIT... project was to create a seismic
acquisition and evaluation system which in real-time would evaluate information
carried by small earthquakes to discover il' stresses were changed, if faults were
1110ved or other possible changes premonitory to earthquakes.

The main results of the SIL project can be summarized as follows:

I) An automatic seismic acquisition and evaluation system was successfully
developed and has been in autol11atic operation since July 1991. This system
autol11atically locates earthquakes within minutes of their occurrence and provides
increasing amount of information of crustal processes related to the occurrence of the
earthquakes. Since the autumn of 1992 an alert system has been in operation which
provides information about changes in earthquake activity. The SIT... system which was
developed on basis of 8 seismic stations in South Iceland is now covering almost all of
the plate boundary in Iceland, presumably with 33 SIL stations at the end of 1996. The
SIT... system is widely known as being in the forefront in the world in processing
information carried by microearthquakes. Besides being of a scientific value the SIT...
system is al ready a practical tool for mitigating seismic and volcanic risk in Iceland.

2) It has been shown that small earthquakes reflect tectonic processes. Small
earthquakes can be used for exact mapping of active faults in the crust and the
movements along these faults. They can be used for observing stresses and stress
changes.

3) The technology developed paI·allel with the SIT... system has opened various
applications for the SIT... network. The quality of the system to trace active faults at
depth can be applied in monitoring the effects of thermal energy excavation from
depth and for finding water-carrying veins at depth. The system is now a basis for
developing a new portable seismic system in Sweden.

4) The SIT... project and the SIT... system are the main pillars of a new EC project,
Earthquake Prediction Research in a Naturai Laboratory (PRENLAB). It is a project of
6 European countries and it is in many ways a continuation of the SIL project.
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Earthquake prediction is one of the most pressing challenges of geosciences, i.e. to
know where a dangerous earthquake will strike, how it will strike and when. The SIL
project has paved the road for earthqllake prediction research in Icelancl and is a
significant contribution of the Nm'dic countries to other earthqllake-prone cOllntries of
the worlcl.
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1 The background of the SIL project

The general objective of the SIT... project is a concerted research effort among the
NOI'dic countries towards earthquake prediction and mitigation of earthquake risk in
the earthquake-prone area of the South Iceland Lowland (SIL).

In a leller to the NOI'dic Council of Ministers dated November 3, 1986, 8 Nordic
scientists applied for funds to carry out the project which was thoroughly described in
the report Seismiskt elatasamlingssystem for Sodra Islanels Låglanel (Stefansson et. al.
1986).

However, the discussions for a Norelic earthquake prediction research proposal started
much earlier. Its origin was in an ael hoc commillee (CAHRT) set up in 1980 by the
Council of Europe. The objective of CAHRT was to create an European earthquake
prediction program. In the resolution of the committee, special emphasis was placed
on concerted research efforts in five so-called test areas, among them the South
IceJand Lowlanel, which is cut through by the South Icelanel seismic zone. Following
these recommendations the chainnen of CAHRT, Luis Mendes-Victor from Portugal
and Ola Dahlmann from Sweden visited Iceland on behalf of the committee and
stresseel the importance of Iceland as a test area in their report (Dahlmann and
Meneles-Victor 1983).

During a meeting of Nordic seismologists, i.e. at the 15th Norelic Seminar on
Detection Seismology in Tallberg, Sweden, in 1984, concerted NOI'dic efforts for
creating a prediction research program based on South Iceland Lowland as the test
area was discussed and a group emerged to specify a project which could provide the
necessary background for an application to the NOI'dic Council of Ministers. The next
step was a meeting of a group of seismologists and engineers in Oslo in April 1986
which laid the basis for the report and the application as mentioned above to the
Norelic Council of Ministers in November 1986.

2 The basic objectives of the SIL project

The main objective of the project was outlineel in the report as follows:

"This earthquake monitoring project aims to reduce losses due to damaging
earthCjuakes, primarily by achieving a eIeeper unelerstaneling of where and when great
earthquakes can occur. It is our judgement that the best results can be achieved by
aCCjuiring a knowledge of the physics and dynamics of the crustal deformations taking
pJace in the region. The acquisition of such knowledge and its use for earthCjuake risk
assessment by deterministic modelling of the dynamics of the area, will result in
scientific aelvancement of general interest and of value to other earthquake-prone
regions of the world.

The physics of crustal deformation processes will therefore be one of the main
targets in this project."
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It was stated that the study of frequently occurring microearthquakes was of central
importance for understanding the physics of the earthquake source zones, and by their
frequency they would give a semicontinuous record of changes in the regions of
possible large earthquakes. It was stated on basis of some experience from
microearthquake studies in Sweden and Denmark that earthquakes down to magnitude
I may be related to regional tectonic stress field anel this inelicateel that e1ata extracteel
from,microearthquakes give direct information about ongoing crustal deformations
that may be the same process that produces damaging earthquakes.

Therefore the creation of and installation of a data acqllisition system capable of
collecting anel evaluating high quality seisl1lic elata from l1licroearthquakes was
proposed. To be able to cope with the enormous amount of information carrieel by
microeanhquakes the evaluation had to be automatic, making use of the fast
elevelopment in modern computer techniques leading to very powerful anel cheap
co'mputers on the mass market. The new system should also be semi real-time system
so the information carried by the microeanhquakes cou]d be used for warning
pm'poses, as the microeanhquakes would in many cases be the first indication about
changes in and near the source region.

Besides the creation of the acquisition system aminor request for research was
included in the application to the Nordic Council of Ministers. This was mainly
thought of for a research fellowship, i.e. a researcher from outside Iceland who would
help to bring to Iceland relevant knowhow and experience from the other Nordic
countries. This was moelified later, and in the "Second general report" (Stefansson et
al. 1989) is written about how to use the research part of the fund: "Research which in
first hanel has the objective to improve the parameter settings of the system and to
collect and prepare high quality data on earthquakes and earthquake related
phenomena".

The total amount of money appJied for to the Nordic Council of Ministers was 6.9
MSEK for a 5-6 years project aiming at creating a seismic acquisition and evaluation
system. The cost applied for included initial cost for equipment for 8 SIL stations in
the South Iceland Lowland and the SIL center at the Icelandic Meteorologcal Office,
and for a 5 years project and system operation. Of these 6.9 MSEK, 0.9 MSEK were
allocateel to research mainly aimed at system development.

The idea was that the scientific objectives of the project should be achieved in first
hand through creating high quaJity data for further research.
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3 The design objectives of the SIL network

The design objectives of the SIL network have basically been described (Boovarsson
1988a; Stefansson et al. 1989). The basic design criteria can be summarized as
follows:

To collect wide dynamic range of earthquake data with sensitivity down to
magnitude zero.

2 Sampling rate of 100 samples/sec and I ms clock accuracy for good resoiution of
the high frequency local earthquakes.

3 To lake advantage of the modem relatively cheap computer technology available
on the market to create a system based on much computer power at the station
sites, i.e. high level evaluation at the remote sites. The main reason for this was the
objective to create a system which would be cheap in operation, i.e. to save money
on data transfer, without loosing dala from earlhquakes with significant
information, which means to keep the sensitivity such that earthquakes down to
magnitude zero would be recorded. Another reason for having much computer
power at the site stations was to make it easy to attach other sensors to the system
lO monitor other earthquake related geophysical data.

4 To follow intensively changes in ongoing defonnation processes, by fast automatic
evaluation of data. To reveal in semi real-time as much information as possible
from microearthquake recordings as well as from other available geophysical
recordings about processes which could be precursory to earthquakes.

4 The main achievements of the project

The main achievements of the SIL project can be sUl11marized as follows:

A seismic acquisition and evaluation system has been created and operated which
renders in semi real-time (a few minutes off real-time) information about locations
and a multiplicity of source parameters of at least, accOl·ding to experience, 1000
earthquakes per day. The system to some extent collects data from other geophysical
sensors. The system also now collects automatically teleseismic data of significance
for those who are working on global tomography.

The system renders in real-time (within seconds) information of site station
evaluations of great value for alert purposes.

An alert system has been built on the top of the SIL evaluation system which is now
the main alerting system in Iceland concerning seismic and vo!canic activity.

The significance of the system for risk mltIgation is twofold. Firstly the early
information and alerting capabilities of the system and secondly the existing
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capabilities and the potential capabilities of the system for mapping subsurface faults
and fault instability.

Significant scientific outcome of the project are both based on direct scientific work
within the project as well as on work carried out on basis of evaluated data from the
SIL system.

It is a significant achievement of the SIL project that 18 stations 111 Iceland are
operated from the SIL center at the end of 1995, compared to the 8 in the original
projecl. During 1996 15 new permanent stations are presumed to be installecl in the
SIL system.

The installation cost for the 25 stations already in operation or planned, in addition to
the original SIL stations, is estimated 4 MSEK. The year1y operation cost of the
additional stations is 1200 KSEK. Most of this contribution stems from the
recognition of the significance of the system for mitigating seismic and vo!canic risk,
and the significance of the system towards earthquake prediction and risk mitigation.
Some of the contribution stems from the significance of the system for scientific work
in general, especially studies of faults, stresses and tomography.

It is a significant achievement of the SIL project that the research project "Earthquake
Prediction Research in a NaturaI Laboratory" (Stefansson 1995) has now been
promised 500.000 ECU, i.e. 4.3 MSEK. It is a two years project and it is a
continuation of the SIL project and based on its achievements. Of this amount 55%
will be entirely devoted to research projects based on data from the SIL system. The
other 45% go to projects that are closely related to the SIL project and to the SIL
system achievements.

4.1 The SIL system achievements

For information on the SIL system achievements and faci1ities, see the following
reports and other publications: Stefansson el. al. 1993, 1995; Boovarsson 1996;
Boovarsson & Rognvaldsson 1992; Boovarsson et al. 1996; Slunga et al. 1994b and
the attached documentation.

The outcome of the SIL project can be summarized as follows:

I The SIL system was in partial operation from the autumn of J990, and in full
operation since the end of 1990. From Ju1y 1991 the system has been in full automatic
operation. The system is very stable in operation and the up-times for individual site
station operation is well over 95% of the time.

2 Automatic alert system based on central evaluation of a multiplicity of information
(central alert) has been in practical operation since the aUlllmn of 1992. It provides
automatic alarm if certain parameters describing the situation within defined
earthquake or vo!canic zones are surpassed.
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3 Station alert has been in operation sinee early 1995. It indieates inereased noise,
direetivity and large earthquakes. It alerts within a few seeonds. The station alert also
includes strainmeters. The station alert is still more or less in a testing period and its
practicability is so far not as much as the central alert.

4 The SIL system provides automatically and on a routine basis information on
earthquakes, down to the sizes of microearthquakes which ocem almost continuously.
This is information on:

Hypoeenter locations
Fault plane solutions
Magnitudes based on maximum velocity amplitudes and moment
magnitudes based on spectral amplitueles and focal mechanism
Source parameters like corner frequency, raelius of source, slip on the
earthquake fault and stress drop in the earthquakes

5 Detection algorithms for safer detection of phases are uneler steady elevelopment,
more accurate time picking and better characterizing. Neural network analysis is used
in practiee for distinguishing between P and S on the site stations. In preparation is to
use on-line neural network analysis for more purposes, for example for picking
polarities of phases.

6 Multievent analysis for very exact relative (10 meters) anel absolute loeation of
similar events is available in the system anel used in mapping active minifaults and
fault segments at elepth and is the basis for inverting for the stress tensor. The
multievent location analysis can now be run automatically on a daily basis. This has
been elone for testing purposes. The goal is to run this analysis on-line, as a part of the
on-line automatic analysis.

7 There are severai processes available at the SIL center for manual analysis anel for
reviewing the automatic analysis. Still there is a manual supervision and control of all
the automatic analysis. This is done for safer results anel for creating a better leaming
set for neural net analysis.

Among significant tools in the SIL center for manual analysis can be mentioned:
- OK: A tool for analysis of waveform data
- QUAKE-LOOK: A tool for recognizing and mapping active faults at depth

There are severai tools available for displaying and following up seismic activity.

8 The experience with the SIL system inelicates that the goal of a eompletely
automatic source monitoring is within sight. This means that the automatic source
monitoring is sa good that little would be gained by transmitting the waveforms. This
is of great significance for remote areas where the only communication might be
satellite communication and for areas where seismicity is very high for example in
vo!canic areas or in the preparatory perioel of large earthquakes, in which cases
manual interpretation is not practically possible in the given time space.

9 A "SIL User Manual" covering all the system is now available.
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4.2 Scientific achievements

Some overview on the scientific achievements can be obtained in the following papers
and reports: Stefansson et al. 1993, 1995; Slllnga et al. 1994b; Ragnvaldsson and
Slllnga 1994a; Boovarsson 1996. The scientific outcome is to a large extent linked to
the technical development as most of the research was as planned devoted to "improve
the parameter settings of the system and to collect and to prepare high qllality data on
earthqllakes and earthqllake related phenomena". Some significant scientific results
will be outlined below.

I With the good hypoeenter loeations achieved in the STI... system evaillation and the
large amollnt of earthquakes monitored, a delailed picture of the seismicity of Iceland
has emerged, significantly more detailed than em'lier was possible lO obtain.

2 By comparison between fault plane sollltions of earthquakes evaluated by the STI...
system it has been shown that microearthquakes express the regional stress field and
known teetonic features. This is significant in light of the views that prevai led for a
while among many seismologists that such information could not be read from
microearthquakes.

3 Depth distribution of earthquakes in the South Iceland seismie zone is linked to
stable motion at depth, and tims supports the existence of and contributes to the
explanation of strain waves as a significant factor in variable seismie rate.

4 By a method of "multievent analysis of similar events" which has been developed
and verified by using STI... data, exact locations and exact mapping of active fault
segments have shown to be possible. The resolution is within tens of meters. This
achievement has pavecl the roacl for application of the STI... system for monitoring the
effects of extraction of hyclrothermal energy from clepth and for application of the STI...
system for mitigating seismie risk. This also helps to invert fault plane solutions for
stress tensor monitoring in seismie zones ancl also to improve crustal moclels.

5 It has been shown that it is possible with fully automatic proeesses and in real-time
to obtain high leve! source information carriecl by microearthquakes. These automatic
evaluation proeesses can be steadily enhanced to provide early signs of changes in the
focal region of earthquakes, gi ving a better hope for detecting precursory changes.

6 Information of structural features are gradually emerging from evaluation of STI...
data besicles the information on faults and craeks. The existence of anisotropy
expressecl in S-wave splitting has been demonstratecl. The velocity models have been
refined on basis of information from microearthquakes recorcled in the SIL system.

7 From observing seismie activity severai examples have been seen of features
expectecl or physically plausible in the preparatory period of intermediate size
earthquakes. Among such features are quiesence, clustering and migration.
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4.3 Achievements for risk mitigation

The achievements of the SIL project and of the SIL system for risk millgation are
manifold. Reports and articles include: Stefansson et al. 1995; Stefansson 1995;
Rognvaldsson and Bjornsson 1995; Linde et al. 1993; Boovarsson 1996. Some of the
most significant are !isted below.

1 The fast automatic recognitions and evaluations of weak earthquakes are of great
significance for vo!canic warnings and for giving early information of what is going
on in earthquake-prone areas. The alert system which has been built onto the SIL
system for taking advantage of these properties of the system are used in praclice in
Iceland for mitigating risk.

2 The possibility of detecting and mapping active faults at depth and stress tensor
monitoring will become a significant contribution to hazard assessment. It will create
a physical basis for understanding where fault will open to the surface in the next large
earthquake. This is among the most challenging goals of seismology. The potential
destruction near open faults is usually by far the most severe.

3 The SIL system capabiJities have fOllJld new applications for monitoring the
environmenta! effects of water and energy extraction from hydrothermal areas and in
general for understanding better the hydrothermal systems and for mitigating risks
there.

4 Even if it cannot be c1aimed that earthquake prediction will be possible, generally
speaking, the follow-up and the understand ing of physica! processes connected with
deformation in earthquake-prone areas may lead to useful shorl term predictions. The
SIL system can provide such information in real-time. This is also of significance after
the start of large earthquake sequences, when it may be vital to know what happens
next.

5 The SIL steering committee, overview of activities

In a letter to the Nordic Council of Ministers dated November 3, 1986 the following 8
NOl'dic scientists applied for funds to carry out the SIL project:

Hilmar Bungum, NORSAR, Kjeller, Norway
Reynir Boovarsson, Uppsala University, Sweden
Pall Einarsson, University of Iceland, Reykjavfk, Iceland
Jorgen Hjelme, KMS Office of Seismology, Copenhagen, Denmark
Eystein Husebye, University of Oslo, Norway
Heikki KOl'honen, University of Helsinki, Finland
Ragnar Slunga, FOA, Stockholm, Sweden
Ragnar Stefansson, Icelandic Meteorological Office, Reykjavfk, Iceland

These persons created a steering committee which had a meeting in Helsinki, October
3, 1987, coinciding with the meeting of the NOl'dic Seminar on Detection Seismology,
an open Nordic group of seismologists which traditionally meets once a year in one of
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the Nm·dic countries. From this on all steering committee meetings have coincided
with the Nordic Seminars.

An executive commillee was also created at the meeting in Helsinki for a more
effective operation and for saving travel cost. It consisted of R. Stefånsson (chairman),
R. Btiilvarsson, l. Hjelme and E. Husebye. The executive commiltee held 5 meetings
during 1988 and 1989, sometimes coinciding with the yearly meetings of the steering
committee.

The executive committe held the following meetings:

Copenhagen, lanuary 12-13, 1988
Copenhagen, luly 11-12, 1988
Reykjavik, September 10-12, 1988
Bergen, February 13-14, 1989
Sunne, September 24, 1989

At the SIL steering committee meeting in Sunne, September 28, 1989, the executive
committee was dissolved.

As is explained elsewhere the 3 main financia! pillars behindthe project were:

Firstly a support of the Nordic Council of Ministers, secondly of the Research
Councils of Sweden, Denmark and Norway for initial costs, development and
research, and thirdly a support from the Icelandic Government (through Veilurstofa
Islands, the Icelandic Meteorological Office) for operation of the SIL project and of
the emerging SIL system.

At an early stage a contract was signed between the Nordic Council of Ministers and
Veilurstofa Islands for the managing of the project and a contract was agreecl between
Veilurstofa Islands and the SIL steering committee about a common responsibility for
carrying through the projecl. In that agreement it was declared that Veilurstofa Islands
would provide localities for researchers devoted to work for the project.

Ragnar Stefånsson was electecl project manager at the SIL steering committee meeting
in Helsinki 1987 and Reynir Btiilvarsson was elected to !ead the technical
development work.

Following steering committee meetings were helcl:

Helsinki, October 3, 1987
Oslo, October 6, 1988
Sunne, September 28, 1989
Copenhagen, October 3, 1990
Reykjavik, lune 12, 1991
Espoo, September 4, 1992
Bergen, lune 18, 1993
Stockholm, August, 1994
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There was a change in the SIT... steering commiltee, when Jens Havskov, University of
Bergen, formally replaced Eystein Husebye at the steering commiltee meeting on June
12,1991. Urmas Luosto replaced Heikki Korhonen at the meeting on lune 18, 1993.

The staff members of the research unit of the Nordic Council of Ministers have always
obtained information about the SIT... steering commiltee meetings, but they have only
once attended such a meeting, i.e. in Oslo in October 1988.

A more detailed description of the work carried out during the time of the SIT... project
can be found in the two major general progress reports (Stefånsson et al. 1986, 1989),
and in the annual and the semiannual progress repolts Iisted below.

The SIT... project was originally planned as a 5-6 years project. After funding was
se~ured the project could be started fully in 1988. The steering committee has
continued its work even if the 5-6 years estimated project time has elapsed. The
reason is that even if it can be c1aimed that the SIT... project had fulfilled its original
goals two years ago, the SIT... system has been in steady development and the steering
committee has considered it useful for the development to be able meet yearly for
consultations.

The development of the SIT... system has been both as concerns its acgulsltlOn and
evaluation capabilities and as concerns its extensions exceeded by far its original
scope. This extension and further development has in first hand been supported by
Icelandic authorities, hazard defence and communities. All this support has been
offered because of the risk mitigating capabilities of the SIT... system. Thus the SIT...
steering commiltee has considered it to be its duty to continue while it was considered
useful for the development.

One significant reason for not dissolving the SIT... steering committee is that it is
considered significant to document the SIT... system as a whole and there are still some
money left over to enhancing this documentation.

The "SIT... User Manual" is available now. It contains all information needed for
implementation and operation of a network utilizing the SIT... concept. Recent
documentation work, eat·lier reports and international publications with additions and
modifications have been assemblecl in this manual. However, a software user manual
is never complete. More work needs to be done on troubleshooting, operational
examples and last but not least a detail ed section on how to install and implement the
SIT... system at new sites. This section would include description of hardware,
acguisition software and processing software ranging from phase detections to faull
plane solutions.

6 Financial overview

The income and expenditure in the SIT... project can be divided into two branches. In
first hand the funds that were received and accounted for by Veourstofa Islands. An
overview of income and expenditure is shown (Appendix 4) revised by the Icelandic
State Revision. The other branch is the Institute of Geophysics, Section for Solid
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Earth Physics, University of Uppsala. That institution received all the funds allocated
from the Swedish Science Foundation (Naurvetenskapliga Forskningsrådet, NFR) for
the SIL project, to be spent there for development work, supervised by the NFR
(Appendix 5).

The total amount of the funds received by Veourstofa islands for the project \Vere ISK
40.056.824. The funds were received from the ordic Council of Ministers and
science foundations in Denmark and Norway, and the total amount also includes rent
(Appendix 4). The amount of funds received by University of Uppsala was SEK
832.000 (Appendix 5).

Of the funds received by Veourstofa Islands ISK 38.571.630 were used for eguipment
and development work as specified in Appendix 4. This leaves ISK 1.485.194. At the
final meeting of the SIL steering committee in Copenhagen, November 21, 1995, it
was decided that all which was left over at the formal end of the SIL project should be
used for necessary documentation of the SIL project and for reporting as said in
minutes of the SIL steering committee meeting November 21, 1995 (Appendix I) and
the statement of the SIL steering committee (Appendix 2). Appendix 3 contains a
signed declaration of Reynir Boovarsson and Ragnar Slunga about the formal
ownerships of the software which is used in the system.

From the beginning of the SIL project the Icelandic Government has provided the
funds for operation, including of course significant part of the development. The
yearly cost of operation \Vas during the time period from 1987-1992 as is shown in
Table I. After late 1992 the SIL network started to be extended very fast and the
involvement of the Icelandic state increased.

Table 1. Operatian-cast of SIL system and SIL project in ISK and KSEK

1987 1988 1989 1990 1991 1992

500.000 3705585 4.908769 7299.823 8.049.665 8.496.287
(82KSEK] (507 KSEK) (557 KSEK) (340 KSEK] (822 KSEKI (856 KSEK)
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Islands.
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Boovarsson, R. 1991 a. The SIL system, a new tool for earthquake acquisition. In:
Abstracts from the 22nd NOI'dic Seminar on Detection Seismology, Hverageroi,
Iceland, June 9-11, 1991. Veourstofa Islands.
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Boovarsson, R. 1991 b. Possible future development of the SIL system. In: Abstracts
from the 22nd Nordie Seminar on Detection Seismology, Hverageroi, Iceland, June 9
Il, 1991. Veourstofa Islands.

Biiovarsson, R. 1991 c. The SIL system, a new tool for earthquake acquisition. In:
Abstracts from the AGU Fall Meeting, December 9-13, 1991, San Francisco,
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APPENDIX 1

A BoligministerietA_Å Kort- og Matrikelstyrelsen
AT" Geodæsidivisionen

Scismologikontorel fcf .ola DEC 1995 jOllrlUJlnr

J~
Safen Gregersen.

Minutes of SIL (Soulh Iceland Lowland) sleering commiltee lOeeting 21 NOV 1995.

Present were: Ragnar Stefansson, Steinunn Jakobsdottir, Reynir Bodvarsson, Ragnar Slunga, Conrad
Lindholm, Pekka Heikkinen, Soren Gregersen and Niels Petersen from Nordisk Ministerraad,
Forskningsafdelingen.

I. Ragnar Stefansson was elected chairman of the meeting.
Soren Gregersen \Vas elected secretary of the meeting.

2. The lOeeting agenda \Vas accepted.

3. The minutes of the previous sleering committee meeting were handed out al the lOeeting. The
most crucial point of the minutes was corrected to : The software implemented into the SIL system
was diseussed, and it was decided, that Reynir Bodvarsson and Ragnar Slunga should present a
statement about thc ownership/copy right in wrilten fom1.

The statement, which was aeceptecl with a small modifieation, is included wilh these minutes
Appendix l). It follows the deeision of the previous steering eommiltee meeting, that the software is
available on a non-commercial basis, but implementation must be done in eooperalion with the
authors of the software.

4. A draft of the final progress report of the SIL project was handed out at the meeting. Comments
by steering eommittee members will be taken into account until the end of the year 1995.

A SIL Users Manual was given to the SIL steering commiltee members. In the final report it is
mentioned, that this manual is still in the proeess of improvement. It was deeided that the remaining
money of the com mon Nordic SIL project, 176.537 Danish Crowns, \Vill be used for travel to the
steering committee meeting in Copcnhagen, and for further documentation (see the enclosed general
statement of the cIosing of the eommon Nordie SIL project, Appendix 2).

A brochure of the SIL projeet was presented to the stcering eOll1mittee at the meeting.

5 .-Ib"-ComlTIolLNordicSlL.pmjectJsJlereby_decided_closed and the steering eOll1miltec is
abolished. International cooperation around thc SIL-nctwork of seismographs is continucd by somc
paJ1ners in a project funded by the European Union.

6. Reynir Bodvarsson acknowledged the good cooperation, whieh had prevailed in the common
Nordic SIL projeet.

Adresse Te1cfon

Rentemestervej 8 35 87 50 50
DK-2400 København NV 35 87 + løkalnr.

TeIeialt

KMS 35 87 50 51
GD 35 87 50 52

Telex

l 51 84
seismo dk



APPENDIX 2

IIpdatiog the SIT, software maOIlaI

The SIL steering committee decided to commission to the Icelandic Meteorological Office to lIpdate
and publish the SIL User Manual, The steering committee agreed to grant 103.800 Swedish Crowns
for this purpose. This agreement is acknowledged by the Icelandic Meteorological Office. This
updating and publishing must be fUlished by the end of 1996. The Icelandic Meteorological Office
will deliver 10 copies of the updated manual and full accounting to the SIL steering committee at the
latest by April I 1997.

A draft scientific report has been discussed. The final scientific report and the final accounting to be
alldited by the Icelandic state audi tor will be sent to the organisations, who financed the project: The
Nordic Council of Ministers and the national research foundations. The final scientific and financiai
reports will be delivered at the latest by April I 1997.



APPENDIX 3

The formal ownerships of the software implemented into the SIL system.

The data acquisition software that has been implemented into the SIL system by Reynir Bodvarsson
during support from NFR is according to present rules forma liYowned by Reynir Bodvarsson.
Software developed during later phases of the project is not affected by these rules.

The software for seismological analysis that has been developed at the Swedish National Defence
Research Institute and that has been implemented into the SIL system by Ragnar Slunga is formally
owned by the Swedish National Defence Research Institute (FOA). Software specifically developed
for the SIL project is not affected by these rules of FOA.

The SIL project and in the future the opera tors of the network (IMO) established by the SIL project
have the right to use all of the implemented software.

If the software is to be implemented by IMO outside Iceland this should preferable be done in
cooperation with the authors.

Uppsala Nov 16, 1995

Reynir Bodvarsson

Stockholm Nov 16, 1995

~?J~
Ragnar Slunga



APPENDIX 4

Nordisk Ministerråd

Riksrevisionen har revideret SIL projektet. Projektet startede 1988 og det

afsluttecle i 1995, men opgørelsestidspunktet er 3 I. maj 1996.,

SIL projektet har fået bidrag fra nogle parter, største del af bidraget kommer fra

Nordisk Ministererråd. I noter med resultatsopgørelsen er der en liste over oprindelige

bidrag til projektet. Bidragsbeløbet i IKK er afhænget af valutakurs og renteindtægter. På

grund af projektet var opreltet en valutakonto, i danske kroner. Næsten alle bidragerne har

været indsæt på den, bla. alle betalinger fra Nordisk Ministeretråd. Hver år har et beløb

været hævet fra bankkontoen i forhold til projektet's årlige omkostninger. Når bankkontoen

var hævet, var det indtægtsført i regnskabet fo Sil SIL projektet. Projektet's omkostninger

var bogført l den islandske Vejrisntituts regnskab som en speciel opgave.

Ved afslutningen af SIL projektet var bidragene til projektet ikke helt uddelt, da

projektet's indtægter blev større end omkostningerne. Ifølge et brev datoeret den 5.

desember 1995 undertegned af Søren Gregersen, besluttede SIL's styregruppe på sit møde

den 21. november 1995 at bruge midlerne, der er til rådighed, for dokumentation af

projektet og til betaling af rejseomkostningar, der opstår i forbindelse med styremødet i

København. Følgende opgørelse, er afslutningsopgørelse for projektet. Riksrevisionen

forventer under revisionen i 1996 at undersøge om midlerne bliver brugt i

overensstemmelse med styregruppen's beslutning.

Riksrevisionen bemærker at en del af Sil projektets omkostningar ikke var bogf6rt

på projektets særlige konti. Fejlen var reltet og ført i regnskabet, som følge af dette var

projektet's bankkonto hævet i mars 1996. Delte forklarer mindre beholdning på

bankkontoen, i forhold til den saldo der var vist under styregruppens møde den 21.

november 1995. På dette tidspunkt var bankkontoen's saldo DKK 176.537. Riksrevisionen

bemærker endvidere at Vejrinstitutet ikke havde krævet refund afmoms, på grund afkøb af

udstyr i 1992 - 1995. Momsbeløbet var indbetalt af Finansministeret i maj 1996. I

opgørelsen har bankbeholdningen været indtægtsført i regnskabet i forhold til valutakurs i

maj ultimo 1996. Resu1tatsopgørelsen viser de midler projektet har til rådighed er IKK

1.485.194, i maj ultimo.



Noter

1) På grund af projektet var oprettet en valutabankkonto, da alle bidragerne i DKK er

insæt på kontoen. Indtægtsposter (bidrag) i opgørelsen er i IKK. Det samme gælder når

bankkontoen er hævet til betalig af omkostninger. Som konsekvens er projektet's indtægter,

som består af er bidrag samt renteindtægter med kurssvingninger, summeret i en tal. På

opgørelsestidspunktet er bankbeholdning i DKK 69.968, indtægtsført med hensyn til

valutakurs maj ultimo 1996.

Den øverste tabell viser projketet's total intægter og den nedeste viser oprindelige bidrag

samt renteindtægter. Indtægtsført bidrag samt renteindtægter

Bidrag og renteindtægter

Indtægtsført på bankbeholdning 31.05.1996

lndtægter ialt

Oprinclelig bidrag samt renteindtægter

ordisk Ministerråd

Norges Almenvitenskabelige

Kort og MatrikastyreJsen

Geodædisk Institut

Kort og Matrikalstyrelsen

Renteti Iskrivning

39.263.602

793.222

40.056.824

3.000.000 DKK

322.587 DKK

113.466 DKK

485.333 IKK

884.127 IKK

514.465 DKK

2) Kontoen udstyr var bogført med moms total IKK 22.644.701, men momsbeløbet val'

refunderet IKK 2.092.219. Udstyret's nettobeløb er IKK 20.552.482.



SIL projektet 1988 - 31. maj 1996

Resluta tsopgørelse

Intægter

Bidrag og renteindtægter ialt

Udgifter

Lønomkostninger

Speci IaIistomkostninger

Køb af tjeneste

Rejseomkostninger

Bygningsvarer

Udstyr

I\ndet

Udgifter ialt

Overskud

Balanee

Noter

1)

2)

Beløb i IKK

40.056.824

2.496.922

10.791.890

492.874

2.883.301

814.296

20.552.482

539.865

38.571.630

1.485.194

Aktiver Passiverlegenkap

Bankkonto

Tilgodehavende hos Vejrinstitutet

Egenkapital

Omstående oplysningers rigtighed bekræftes.

793.222

691.972

1.485.194

1.485.194

1.485.194

RlGSREVISIONEN, den 12. juli 1996

P. r. v.

Sigur5ur !>6r5arson Sigurjån l. Haraldsson
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APPENDIX 5

1996-03-15

Icelandie Meteorologienl Ofliee
Att: Rngnar Stefansson
Bustadavegur 9
Reykjavik

P! bcgaran ges harrned en oversikt over tilldclacle medel RIr projektet Seismi.rkt
datainsamlil1g.r:\ystem (or sodra lI-lal1d.\·låglal1d (SIL) fdr tiden 1987-1991. Kopior av
kontrakt bifogas.

t:-.", -;;-7<-7 ",._~~e:- Oh-/-Y~7·
Jngegerd Ohlsson
hogsk sekr

REYNLR BODYARSSON

Kontrakt Projekt Bidrag Period Disp tom Kontonr Anm

NFR G·GU 4601-106 SIL 200000:- 87/88 89-06-30 603001 ]-8
NFR G-GU 460]-300 SIL 210000:- 88/89 90-06-30 6030011-8
NFR G-GU 4601-301 SIL 222600:- 89/90 91-06-30 6030011-8
NFR G-GU 4601-302 SIL 200000:- 90/91 92-06-30 6030011-8 Slutbidrag

Summa totalt: 832600:-

Oppsal&. University
Dcpl\rtmcnl of Geoph)lsics

P05"tiIdrt5S
Postal ilddn:ss
Villav"gcn 16
5-752 36 Uppn'a
Sweden

Teleron
01A-18 25 00, V;(

PbODC
+46 1~ U:~ 2~ 00

ThIefax
Ola-50 lt 10
Fa.
+46 IN 501110
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